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ABSTRACT This multidisciplinary paper reports on a research application-led study for predicting atmo-
spheric attenuation, and tries to bridge the knowledge gap between applied engineering and atmospheric
sciences. As a useful comparative baseline, this paper focuses specifically on atmospheric attenuation under
pristine conditions, over the extended terahertz spectrum. Three well-known simulation software packages
(‘HITRAN on theWeb’, MODTRAN R©4, and LBLRTM) are compared and contrasted. Techniques used for
modeling atmospheric attenuation have been applied to investigate the resilience of (ultra-)wide fractional
bandwidth applications to the effects of molecular absorption. Two extreme modeling scenarios are inves-
tigated: horizontal path links at sea level and Earth-space path links. It is shown by example that a basic
software package (‘HITRAN on the Web’) can give good predictions with the former, whereas sophisticated
simulation software (LBLRTM) is required for the latter. Finally, with molecular emission included, carrier-
to-noise ratio fade margins can be calculated for the effects of line broadening due to changes in macroscopic
atmospheric conditions with sub-1-THz ultra-narrow fractional bandwidth applications. Outdoors can be far
from pristine, with additional atmospheric contributions only briefly introduced here; further discussion is
beyond the scope of this paper, but relevant references have been cited.
INDEX TERMS THz, thermal infrared, atmospheric attenuation, transmittance, carrier-to-noise, molecular
absorption, molecular emission, HITRAN, MODTRAN R©, LBLRTM, THz Torch.
I. INTRODUCTION
Indoor terahertz (THz) laboratories routinely conduct experi-
ments on optical benches within an atmosphere under pristine
conditions. For example, in an air-conditioned environment,
sometime even without humidity control; or without the rec-
ommended vacuum or inert gas. Alternatively, compressed
dry air can be employed to avoid the risk of asphyxiation
(a possible danger when using an inert gas like nitrogen or
argon), although oxygen absorption lines will remain. Mea-
surement discrepancies due to adverse effects from atmo-
spheric attenuation may not always be properly taken into
account.
With another scenario, the relentless drive to push
future (ultra-)broadband systems up into the THz spectrum
require ever-more sophisticated channel modeling (taking
into account additional aspects; for example, non-line-of-
sight paths and multipath fading). Once again, atmospheric
attenuation is important; in this case it represents a critical
contribution to the free-space power link budget analysis
used to predict the system’s end-to-end carrier-to-noise ratio.
Therefore, an understanding of atmospheric attenuation, how
it can be predicted and its quantifiable effects on systems level
performance is important. This multidisciplinary paper tries
to bridge the knowledge gap between applied engineering and
atmospheric sciences; and is intended for non-atmospheric
researchers interested in predicting atmospheric attenuation.
As a useful comparative baseline, this paper focuses specif-
ically on atmospheric attenuation under pristine conditions
(found indoors and some global location outdoors), within the
extended terahertz spectrum. From the outset, an exhaustive
review of simulation software and their associated theoret-
ical background and validation is beyond the scope of this
study. More realistic modeling scenarios would require a
much broader and deeper treatment of atmospheric sciences,
including a very detailed be-spoke (time-variant) atmospheric
model across the geographical path link under investigation.
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Nevertheless, our idealized treatment reveals many important
facets associated with this multidisciplinary subject.
When referring to ‘terahertz’ it is useful to first define asso-
ciated frequency bands. Often, ‘terahertz’ is loosely defined
by the broad frequency range from 0.1 to 10 THz. This region
is sometimes referred to as the "THz Gap", where the per-
formance of conventional electronic(photonic) devices fall
off with increasing frequency(wavelength). Over time, this
technology gap continues to shrink; leading to the Interna-
tional Telecommunications Union (ITU)-designated spectral
range from 0.3 to 3 THz (also known as the submillimeter-
wave band). With reference to heterodyne receivers, frequen-
cies >3 THz are sometimes referred to as ‘‘super-THz’’ [1].
For optics and photonics, the International Organization for
Standardization quote the far infrared (FIR) as being from
0.3 to 6 THz and mid-infrared (MIR) from 6 to 100 THz [2].
When dealing with Earth systems, Harries et al. [3] defines
the FIR as THz frequencies below 20 THz; while in spec-
troscopy, the FIR extends from 0.3 to 30 THz and MIR
from 30 to 120 THz [4]. Here, the spectroscopic defini-
tions for the infrared are adopted and the ‘over the THz
horizon’ thermal infrared from 10 to 100 THz is consid-
ered as an extension of the THz spectrum. To illustrate the
spectral locations for various key bands, Planck’s law for
spectral radiance of a blackbody radiator at room temperature
(e.g., 296K or 23◦C) as a function of frequency is plotted over
the extended THz spectrum from 0.1 to 100 THz, shown in
Fig. 1.
FIGURE 1. Calculated Planckian spectrum for a blackbody radiator at
296 K as a function of frequency. (Spectral bands defined here are
overlaid in red).
For a blackbody radiator, the theoretical peak in spectral
radiance is given by Wien’s displacement law; for example,
at 296 K the emitted spectral radiance as a function of fre-
quency peaks at 17.4 THz. However, the Planckian spectral
tail theoretically extends down in frequency towards dc. This
explains why thermal detectors can still operate at microwave
frequencies.
One of the inherent limiting factors for practical free-space
THz applications (such as spectroscopy, sensing, imaging,
communications and wireless power transfer) is atmospheric
attenuation. This has a strong influence on the power link
budget of complete end-to-end systems and ultimately lim-
its dynamic range and maximum path length. As a result,
accurately predicting atmospheric attenuation is of critical
importance for experimentalists and systems designers.
Three well-known simulation software packages
(‘HITRAN on the Web’, MODTRAN R©4 and LBLRTM) are
compared and contrasted for predicting atmospheric attenua-
tion from 0.75 to 100 THz. It will be shown that atmospheric
attenuation is relatively very low if path lengths are of the
order of centimeters, or tens of meters within certain bands.
This offers many new opportunities for potentially ubiquitous
free-space applications in spectroscopy (e.g., non-destructive
testing), sensing (e.g., motion detection, radiometry, radar),
imaging, communications (e.g., key fobs, smart RFID, high
data rate terrestrial, drone and satellite links) and radiative
wireless power transfer (R-WPT).
Section II gives a background to the characteriza-
tion of atmospheric attenuation within the far and mid-
infrared parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The paper
then investigates, by examples, two very different ideal-
ized scenarios (i.e., under pristine atmospheric conditions,
which ignores aerosols and mist/fog/cloud/precipitation).
In Sections III and IV, horizontal path links at sea level
(i.e., 1 atm or 101.325 kPa) are investigated, using the three
well-known simulation software packages. In Section V,
Earth-space path links are investigated using the gold stan-
dard reference benchmark software (LBLRTM). Finally,
Section VI investigates sub-1THz scenarios.
II. BACKGROUND
Atmospheric attenuation includes contributions from three
generic categories: (i) gases; (ii) aerosols; and (iii) mist/fog/
cloud/precipitation. These are represented respectively by
either molecules, particles or liquid droplets; all of which
may absorb and scatter radiation with a frequency depen-
dence that is a function of their size, shape and composition.
A knowledge of atomic and molecular physics can explain
and quantify how various gaseous molecules absorb radiation
at specific frequencies, as well as the formation of ‘transmis-
sion windows’.
Natural aerosols include forest exudates, pollen, min-
eral dust and wildfire smoke; while anthropogenic aerosols
include industrial haze, dust, as well as smoke, and particulate
air pollutants.
In addition to absorption, specular (mirror-type) and
diffuse (random) reflections can occur. An example of the
former is tropospheric scattering found at low gigahertz fre-
quencies, and longer wavelengths, and thus below our spec-
tral range of interest. With the latter, the amount of scattering
depends on the levels of concentration, size, shape and com-
position (represented by its refractive index) of the scatterer.
All scattering effects are ultimately governed byMaxwell’s
equations and dependent on the size parameter x (equal to
the ratio of physical peripheral size of scatterer to excitation
wavelength). As can be seen in Fig. 2, there are four scattering
regimes: (i) no scattering with x < 0.002; (ii) Rayleigh
(or molecular) scattering with 0.002 < x < 0.2; (iii) Mie
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FIGURE 2. Scattering regimes that influence diffuse reflections.
scattering with 0.2 < x < 2000; and (iv) geometric optics
with x > 2000 [5]. This idealized treatment makes the
implicit assumption that the particles or liquid droplets are
spherical, which is a generalized approximation.
Within our spectral range of interest, a combination of
Rayleigh scattering, Mie scattering and geometric optics can
occur from aerosols and mist/fog/cloud/precipitation, as the
size of the particles or liquid droplets increases.
FIGURE 3. Early (1972) piecemeal modeling approach representation of
atmospheric attenuation for horizontal path links at sea level for different
weather conditions, reproduced in [6].
Atmospheric attenuation from microwave to visible fre-
quencies is represented in Fig. 3, for different weather condi-
tions [6]. It can be seen that the effects of gaseous water vapor
dominates atmospheric attenuation from ca. 0.6 to 10 THz,
while rain can have an influence at all frequencies. As with
aerosols, fog causes little attenuation at low THz frequencies,
when compared at shorter wavelengths. The level of atmo-
spheric attenuation by precipitation depends on rainfall rate,
and the size and distribution of droplets.
It is interesting to note that Fig. 3 was re-published within
the past decade [6], but a search for the original artwork
revealed numerous variations [7]. For gaseous attenuation,
they state that results below 1 THz were published by
Rosenblum in 1961 [8] and above 10 THz by
Lukes in 1968 [9]. However, between 1 and 10 THz, these
authors conceded that this region was drawn-in by hand [6].
The results for fog between 0.01 to 1,000 THz are from
Mondre in 1970 [10]. Finally, data for atmospheric atten-
uation due to rain, below 0.6 THz, was from Zufferey
in 1972 [11] and above 0.6 THz from Lukes [9]. While the
results shown in Fig. 3 give qualitative spectral information, it
should not be used to extract accurate quantitative data values;
not least because the results only serve for specific scenarios
(temperature, pressure, rainfall rate, etc.).
FIGURE 4. Atmospheric attenuation for horizontal path links at sea level
for different weather conditions [6].
In the highly cited papers by Appleby and Wallace [6] and
Rosker andWallace [12] atmospheric attenuation is simulated
between 0.01 and 1,000 THz, shown in Fig. 4, using three
atmospheric radiative transfer codes – from 0.01 to 1 THz
with MPM89 [13]; 1 to 10 THz with FASCODE [14] and
LBLRTM [15]; and 10 to 1,000 THz with MODTRAN R©4
(released in 1999) [16], [17] – for a horizontal path link
at sea level, given various weather conditions. It can be
seen in Fig. 4 that the relative coverage, spectral resolution
and agreement at the overlap points indicate the improved
ability to model atmospheric attenuation across this spectral
range. Nevertheless, because of poor print quality, it is still
generally not possible to directly extract data from plots in
published papers from 1 to 10 THz. In practice, atmospheric
attenuation should be predicted using simulation software
having a be-spoke model for the specific link scenario under
investigation.
For example, a typical modeling scenario for radio astron-
omy requires the prediction of transmittance through the
Earth’s atmosphere at zenith. In 2013, Shaw and Nugent [18]
reported results above 14 THz, from sea level to the top
of atmosphere (i.e., vertical path through the atmosphere),
using the MODTRAN R©5 Rural aerosol model with 23 km
visibility; the result is shown in Fig. 5.
It is important to note that, within today’s atmospheric
science communities, atmospheric attenuation modeling is a
very advanced and highly specialized discipline. For exam-
ple, extensive theoretical and experimental work has been
undertaken to characterize the effect of gaseous water vapor
on atmospheric attenuation within the 0.1 to 10 THz region
[19]–[24] and above 10 THz [25]–[27].
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FIGURE 5. Atmospheric transmittance for Earth-space path links at zenith
using the U.S. standard 1976 model with MODTRAN R©5 [18].
Atmospheric attenuation measurements conducted within
a controlled atmosphere was reported by Liu et al. [23],
covering the 0.1 to 3 THz frequency range, at a temperature
of 296 K and relative humidity of 26%. It was found that there
are 9 transmission windows within this spectral range and
that, as expected, transmittance decreases with an increase in
relative humidity; while transmission windows shrink as path
lengths increase.
Recently, Slocum et al. [24] reported the transmittance
between 0.3 to 1.5 THz for multiple humidity levels and
path lengths, using Fourier transform spectroscopy. They
compared the modeled absorption lines of gaseous water
vapor with experimental data from a controlled environment.
A discrepancy was observed due to water vapor continuum
absorption and the air-broadening continuum parameter was
determined. This mechanism will be discussed further in
Section III.
In 2008, an international collaborative study (by Imperial
College London, CNR, Universities of Bologna and Basil-
icata and NASA Langley Research Centre) modeled atmo-
spheric attenuation from dc to 30 THz [3]. More recently,
within the pure rotation band, between 2.5 and 12.5 THz,
measurements were taken using the Imperial College
London Tropospheric Airborne Fourier Transform
Spectrometer (TAFTS) instrument on-board the Facility
for Airborne Atmospheric Measurement (FAAM) BAe-146
research aircraft [28].
Accurately predicting atmospheric attenuation should be
possible for any arbitrarily defined geographical path link
and at any frequency. However, developing generic in-house
software for this purpose is challenging, because of the
ever-expanding database of spectral features and choice of
parameters used in subsequent calculations. For this reason,
well-established benchmark simulation software has been
developed for the scientific and engineering communities.
These codes are constantly being updated to take into account
recent advances in experimental atmospheric spectroscopy.
Using such software, Schneider et al. [29] investigated
the influences of different weather conditions (including fog,
cloud and rain) on propagation from 1 GHz to 1 THz.
Here, atmospheric attenuation was predicted using three
ITU-Recommendations [30]–[32] and the am simulation
software package [33]. The ITU-R P.676 models have
been adopted as an industry standard for predicting atmo-
spheric attenuation (due to oxygen and water vapor molec-
ular absorption) between 1 GHz and 1 THz, with values
that can even be extracted directly from plots. Developed
by the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, am
performs radiative transfer calculations from microwave to
submillimeter-wave frequencies. Five transmission windows
were identified, shown in Table 1, for data transmission
over a fixed free-space path length of 1 km, between
0.3 and 0.9 THz; under pristine conditions, 50 m visibility
fog and worst-case rainfall rates of 50 mm/h.
TABLE 1. Sub-1 THz free-space transmission windows for horizontal path
links at sea level.
A path loss analysis (which combines both atmo-
spheric attenuation and spreading loss) for channel
modeling between 0.1 and 10 THz was reported by
Jornet and Akyildiz [34]. Analysis is based on radiative
transfer theory [35] and data from the HITRAN database [36]
above 1 THz in their calculations of atmospheric attenuation
due to molecular absorption. The total loss for path lengths
from 10 µm to 10 m have been calculated for gaseous
water vapor fractional volumes of 0.1% and 10%. They then
reported total path losses under pristine conditions for 1, 10
and 100 m path lengths [37]. From their recent study, they
independently proposed four transmission windows between
0.1 and 1 THz, shown in Table 1.
In their recently published paper [38], the same group
investigated the relationship between the distance and the
total usable bandwidth for wireless systems, within the spec-
tral range from 0.06 to 1 THz for line-of-sight (LOS) and
multipath (MP) propagation models. With the former, and the
use of highly directional pencil-beam antennas, the range of
communications is limited to 70 m with a 120 dB threshold
path loss; the usable bandwidth shrinks from 0.94 to 0.26 THz
when path length increases from 1 to 70 m. With the latter,
path links are limited to 8 m with a lower threshold path loss
of 80 dB; the usable bandwidth is now 0.29 THz at a path
length of 1 m.
III. COMPARISON OF SELECTED SIMULATION SOFTWARE
There are two important differences between the results
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The first is that attenuation is replaced
by transmittance; with the latter being a more useful way
of viewing atmospheric absorption/emission lines and bands.
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At a single frequency point, attenuation has a linear scal-
ing law with path length; while transmittance has a power
law. However, over a band of frequencies, the mean band
attenuation(transmittance) can only exhibit a linear(power)
scaling law relationship if its values are effectively constant
across the band. In practice, this scenario is only likely to exist
over narrow bandwidths. Secondly, results for the horizontal
path link at sea level will be different to that for the Earth-
space path link at zenith, given the same path length of
∼100 km, due to the variation in absorber (gases, aerosols
and mist/fog/cloud/precipitation) concentration levels and
macroscopic atmospheric conditions (e.g., temperature and
pressure) with altitude. Gaseous water vapor variation is par-
ticularly important, as it plays the dominant role between ca.
0.1 and 10 THz.
In this section, three well-known simulation software pack-
ages will be compared and contrasted. Before doing this,
some of the most relevant output parameters are first defined
from first principles.
When an electromagnetic wave is incident upon a non-
opaque medium (solid, liquid or gas), some of this power Pi
is reflected back Pr , a proportion may be absorbed Pa and
the remaining transmitted through Pt ; such that the princi-
ple of conservation of energy is observed at each frequency
(i.e., Pi = Pr + Pa + Pt ) [39]. In terms of absolute power
values, benchmark simulation software can generate results
for: (i) reflection or reflectance, R = Pr/Pi; (ii) absorptivity,
absorption or absorptance, A = Pa/Pi; and (iii) transmission
or transmittance, T = Pt/Pi = e−τ , where e+τ is the
atmospheric loss factor, τ = γL is the opacity, γ = (b+ kα)
is the extinction coefficient, b is the scattering coefficient,
kα is the attenuation or absorption coefficient and L is path
length. Apart from path length, all other variables are implic-
itly frequency dependent.
The gradient of attenuation with path length can
be expressed (in dB/km) as specific attenuation =
−10log10 {T } = −10log10 {1− R− A}, where R, T, A
have been calculated for a specific reference path length
(e.g., LREF = 1 km); an example of this is shown in
Fig. 4. Therefore, at a single frequency point, attenuation (dB)
over an arbitrary path length L (km) within a homogeneous
atmosphere can be calculated from −L · 10log10 {T } =
−L · 10log10 {1− R− A}, which exhibits a linear scaling
law. Similarly, transmittance (%) over L can be calculated
from T L/LREF · 100%; exhibiting a power law. Both of these
relationships are only true if the atmosphere is homogeneous
(such that γ 6= f (l), where l is the location along the path).
To represent realistic vertical atmospheric profiles, radia-
tive transfer codes typically split the atmosphere into a num-
ber of sub-layers. Given N homogeneous sub-layers, each
having different gaseous concentrations and macroscopic
atmospheric conditions, the monochromatic transmittance of
the whole atmosphere will be T =∏Ni=1 e−γiLi ; hence neither
linear nor power scaling laws are valid.
As a useful comparative baseline, only pristine conditions
are considered further. Here, molecular scattering from gas
species is only significant at visible frequencies (outside our
spectral range of interest) and so scattering and, therefore,
diffuse reflections can be ignored.
Every gas has its own unique absorptance and trans-
mittance spectra, composed of discrete absorption/emission
lines, which can cluster into bands. Each line is centered at a
specific frequency, having an associated width and depth of
absorption. The spectral location and shape of each discrete
line is dependent on the molecule’s quantum-mechanical
properties, as well as the macroscopic atmospheric condi-
tions [40]. For gas mixtures, the superposition of absorption
lines for each gas has to be calculated. HITRAN [36] is per-
haps the most comprehensive and commonly used database
for characterizing gaseous absorption lines, giving molecular
spectroscopic information (e.g., transition line center and
intensity, and also air- and self-broadening half-widths) that
is used as input to various radiative transfer codes. This line
parameter database information, combined with atmospheric
models are used by a variety of benchmark simulation soft-
ware, with the selection of frequency range, resolution, etc.,
to predict atmospheric attenuation, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
FIGURE 6. Illustration showing the generic process within atmospheric
benchmark simulation software.
In experimental studies of infrared absorption from
gaseous water vapor, it is found that there is a significant
‘broad-band’ excess of absorption occurring. This can be
observed as a broader spectral feature, having a gradual roll-
off in the transmission window, and cannot be explained
by theoretical spectral line absorption. This residual absorp-
tion is known as ‘water vapor continuum absorption’ and
consists of two contributions: self-continuum (or ‘wet con-
tinuum’ [41]), due to the interaction between water vapor
molecules; and foreign-continuum (or ‘dry continuum’), due
to the interaction of water vapor molecules with other atmo-
spheric gas molecules (normally nitrogen and oxygen).
It is believed that the self-continuum contribution is due to
the superposition of far reaching spectral wings from strong
gaseous water vapor spectral lines in neighboring absorption
bands [42]. This hypothesis is strongly supported by the
experimental results of Bignell et al. [43]. However, it has
also been proposed that this is caused by pairs of water
vapor molecules being loosely bound by hydrogen bonds
(i.e., water dimers) [44], [45]. The cause and mechanisms
that are responsible for self-continuum absorption remain an
active area of scientific research.
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Absorption due to foreign-continuum is much weaker
than self-continuum absorption between 25 and 37.5 THz
(12 and 8 µm). Therefore, it is difficult to take accurate
absorption measurements within this spectral region. As
a result, the contribution of foreign-continuum absorption
is either considered to be negligible [25], [46] or under-
estimated in radiative transfer calculations. Fortunately,
the water vapor self-continuum and foreign-continuum
absorption phenomena have been modeled using a semi-
empirical approach; namely the Mlawer-Tobin-Clough-
Kneizys-Davies (MT_CKD) model [47], which is generally
used by most radiative transfer codes in climate modeling,
numerical weather prediction and remote sensing of the
Earth. Even below 1 THz, water vapor continuum absorption
has been characterized [48], [49].
With a real atmosphere, an absorption/emission line will
have some finite width, due to line-broadening effects that
result from collisions betweenmolecules (pressure or Lorentz
broadening) and the velocity of the molecules (Doppler or
Gaussian broadening). At higher pressures (e.g., above 0.1
atm or 10 kPa) the Lorentz line shape dominates; while the
Gaussian line shape dominates at lower pressures (e.g., below
0.01 atm or 1 kPa). The Voigt line shape is the convolution
of the Lorentz and Gaussian broadening mechanisms, and is
most commonly used because it gives a reasonable fit to the
observed behavior over the full range of atmospheric condi-
tions.
The broadening of lines means that some choice has to
be made as to the spectral range to be considered when
modeling the extent of their wings (sometimes expressed in
terms of the number of line half-widths to include). This
choice of spectral line wing length is also important because
the spectral range of interest may have strong contributions
from absorption lines that lie outside this region, which need
to be accounted for. For this reason, wing length is set here to
the highest possible value, at the expense of increased com-
putation time. Finally, the apparatus function emulates the
measurement system’s frequency-domain sampling aperture.
Formaximum spectral resolution, ‘no influence of the device’
should be selected.
There are more than 30 different radiative transfer codes
available; three popular molecular absorption databases are
also available (HITRAN, JPL and GEISA) [50], [51]. The
following subsections will compare and contrast three well-
known simulation software packages – ‘HITRAN on the
Web’ [52], MODTRAN R© and LBLRTM – for transmit-
tance under the same conditions of: (i) horizontal path
links at sea level with path lengths of 1 mm (reactive
near field probing scale), 1 m (standoff detection distance)
and 1 km (communications range); (ii) HITRAN database;
(iii) macroscopic atmospheric conditions (i.e., 296 K and
101.325 kPa); and (iv) NASA’s U.S. standard 1976 model
[53] for mid-latitude, to represent a homogeneous atmo-
sphere (given in Table 2), modified from its original tem-
perature of 288.15 K (15◦C) and gas species fractional
volumes.
TABLE 2. NASA’s U.S. standard 1976 model at sea level [53] modified for
gas species and temperature of 296 K.
Anumber of atmospheric trace gases and inert gases are not
fully included in Table 2. This includes anthropogenic source
contributions of pollutant gases, such as carbon monox-
ide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and
ammonia (NH3). Indeed, from vehicular emissions, carbon
monoxide reacts with other pollutants in the air to increase
levels of tropospheric greenhouse gases such as ozone (O3),
carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4). The Russian stan-
dard uses its Institute of Atmospheric Optics model, which
includes small traces of SO2 and NH3; not significant within
our spectral range of interest. The inert gases are radia-
tively inactive, since they do not possess either an electric
or magnetic dipole moment, and so do not absorb infrared
radiation. Nitrogen is not truly inert, and so included here, as
it exhibits vibrational transitions and continuum absorption
in the extended THz spectrum at ∼71 THz.
Some software (e.g., ‘HITRAN on the Web’) assumes a
homogeneous atmosphere, and thus ignores specular reflec-
tions, while others (e.g., MODTRAN R© and LBLRTM) can
split-up the atmosphere into discrete homogeneous sub-
layers. Moreover, with software that only considers pristine
conditions and ignores molecular scattering (e.g., ‘HITRAN
on the Web’), diffuse reflections are ignored. Therefore,
when no reflectance data is generated, attenuation results
are deflated, as they are calculated directly from either A or
T = 1− A (with both A and T being inflated).
The research-led motivation for our work is the need
to accurately predict atmospheric attenuation for incoherent
thermal infrared channels; more specifically, the mean chan-
nel transmittance against path length for thermal infrared
‘THz Torch’ applications [54]–[60]. To this end, the following
software simulation tools were investigated.
A. HITRAN ON THE WEB (HotW)
The HITRAN (HIgh-resolution TRANsmission) database
[36], [61] was created by the U.S. Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories (AFCRL) in the early 1970s and
later the Atomic and Molecular Physics Division, Harvard-
Smithsonian Centre for Astrophysics, contributed by updat-
ing its database. Its spectroscopic parameters are often
revised by improved experimental techniques, measurements
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FIGURE 7. Predicted transmittance against frequency for horizontal path links at sea level using the modified U.S. standard 1976 model (at 296 K) for
mid-latitude with different path lengths: ‘HITRAN on the Web’ for (a) 1 mm; (b) 1 m; and (c) 1 km; MODTRAN R©4 for (d) 1 mm; (e) 1 m; and (f) 1 km; and
LBLRTM for (g) 1 mm; (h) 1 m; and (i) 1 km. (Channel allocations for thermal infrared ‘THz Torch’ proof-of-concept demonstrators are overlaid).
and analysis; with a maximum spectral resolution of 30 kHz
(wavenumber of 0.000001 cm−1).
‘HITRAN on theWeb’ [52] is jointly supported by the U.S.
Civic Research and Development Foundation (CRDF) and
the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR). It uses
high resolution spectral line-by-line methods, based on the
Beer-Lambert law to calculate the spectral radiance (or inten-
sity) ratio of incident level received to radiated level emitted
(equivalent to transmittance). The software is designed to
provide information about spectral line parameters for natural
and pollutant gases. ‘HITRAN on the Web’ has the impor-
tant advantages of unrestricted access, a very simple user-
interface, and is free to use. Different gas mixture models can
be selected; a be-spoke atmosphericmodel can also be created
for registered users. Additional user settings are listed in
Table 3, along with parameter values used in our simulations.
‘HITRAN on the Web’ can display molecular absorp-
tion lines (e.g., through absorption coefficient, absorption
and transmittance spectra). In addition, radiances originating
from molecular emission at a given temperature can also
be calculated and displayed. Planck’s law for spectral radi-
ance as a function of wavenumber IBB is weighted by the
TABLE 3. ‘HITRAN on the Web’ user settings and parameter values.
emissivity ε at each wavenumber, such that the emitted spec-
tral radiance is I = ε·IBB. Under thermodynamic equilibrium,
ε = A. Hence, since absorptivity is a function of physical
parameters (e.g., path length, temperature and pressure) and
IBB is a function of wavenumber and temperature, the emitted
spectral radiance is also dependent on these parameters.
Figure 7(a)-(c) shows predicted transmittances from
0.1 to 100 THz, with a spectral resolution of 0.3 GHz
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(corresponding to WNstep = 0.01 cm−1). The atmospheric
contribution of gaseous water vapor can be seen in Fig.
7(a)-(c) over short and long path lengths, at frequencies less
than 20 THz (due to pure molecular rotations) and within
the mid-infrared from 42 to 57 THz. A partially transparent
window, in the 12 to 18 THz region, is due to the lower
intensity levels of the gaseous water vapor transitions. The
effect of carbon dioxide can be seen from 18 to 21.6 THz
(due to molecular vibrations) and at ∼70 THz; becoming
more pronounced as path length increases. The results are
consistent with those reported by Brindley and Harries [62].
In the 25 to 37.5 THz region, the extinction coefficient of CO2
is only ∼0.02 km−1, which is small when compared to the
total value of 0.15 km−1 [25]. Hence, in this region, water
vapour is more dominant than CO2. The influence of ozone at
∼31 THz is relatively insignificant with the horizontal
path link at sea level, but methane and gaseous water
vapor have some effects over longer path lengths between
90 and 100 THz. The contributions from other molecular
species (due to pure rotational transitions or low-energy
vibrational transitions) in this region are insignificant when
compared to those from gaseous water vapor and carbon
dioxide.
It should be noted that gaseous water vapor and car-
bon dioxide continuum absorptions are not considered by
‘HITRAN on theWeb’. Nevertheless, ‘HITRAN on theWeb’
is a useful tool for investigating spectral lines. Since it does
not include continuum absorption for predicting atmospheric
attenuation it can only qualitatively show the broader spectral
features of the transmission window. For horizontal path
links, ‘HITRAN on the Web’ can still be used to good
effect for predicting mean band transmittance for (ultra-)wide
fractional bandwidth applications (seen in Section IV) and
demonstrating line broadening (seen in Section VI).
B. MODTRAN R©4
MODTRAN R© (MODerate resolution atmospheric
TRANsmission) [63] is an atmospheric radiative transfer
code, developed since 1987 by Spectral Sciences Inc. and
the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory. This software has
a more sophisticated process than ‘HITRAN on the Web’.
It can incorporate the effects of gases, aerosols and
mist/fog/cloud/precipitation absorption and emission, as well
as scattering, while its spectral range extends from the far-
infrared to the ultraviolet. However, even the latest version,
MODTRAN R©6 [64], has a maximum spectral bin resolution
of 3 GHz (0.1 cm−1). In essence, MODTRAN R© employs
a spectral band approach that implicitly makes approxima-
tions for mean band transmittance based on the underlying
spectroscopy. With this new version, released in 2016, the
algorithm solves the line-by-line radiative transfer equations
at arbitrarily fine spectral resolution within the 0.1 cm−1
spectral bins.
While not considered here, this software has a number
of different aerosol models, which include rural, urban and
maritime [65]. The rural model has 70% water-soluble mate-
rial (e.g., ammonium, calcium sulphate and organic com-
pounds) and 30% dust-like aerosols. The urban model has
80% of the rural aerosols, mixed with 20% carbonaceous
aerosols (to represent anthropogenic contributions). The mar-
itime model has a sea-salt component and a continental
component (rural model that excludes the larger dust-like
particles).
Significant differences between simulation results obtained
from ‘HITRAN on the Web’ and MODTRAN R© are to be
expected, due to the available spectral resolution and water
vapor continuum absorption. For our work, MODTRAN R©4
was used [16], [17]. Figure 7(d)-(f) shows predicted trans-
mittances from 0.75 to 100 THz, with its maximum spectral
resolution of 30 GHz (1 cm−1).
Due to the representation of continuum absorption, the
mathematical formulation used in MODTRAN R©4 should
only scan a range of ±0.75 THz (±25 cm−1) for either side
of a given line or band. Hence, the lowest recommended
frequency thatMODTRAN R© should go down to is 0.75 THz.
When compared to Fig. 7(c), it can be seen between 25
and 37.5 THz in Fig. 7(f) that the transmission window roll-
off is due to water vapor continuum absorption. Therefore,
‘HITRAN on the Web’ has better spectral resolution, while
MODTRAN R© is more accurate at showing broader spectral
features.
C. LBLRTM
LBLRTM (Line-By-Line Radiative TransferModel) emerged
in the 1980s from the Fast Atmospheric Signature Code
(FASCODE) program. LBLRTM was originally developed
by the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory and now by
the Atmospheric and Environmental Research’s Radiative
Transfer Working Group. Its spectral range extends from
the submillimeter wave frequency range to the ultravi-
olet. The main features of LBLRTM are described by
Clough et al. [66].
LBLRTM combines the spectral resolution advantage of
‘HITRAN on the Web’ with the accurate broader spec-
tral features associated with MODTRAN R©. LBLRTM has:
(i) arbitrarily fine spectral resolution; (ii) incorporates both
self- and foreign-broadened water vapor continuum absorp-
tion models; (iii) additional continua for carbon dioxide,
oxygen, nitrogen, ozone; and (iv) extinction due to Rayleigh
scattering.
This software extracts gaseous absorption line parame-
ters from the HITRAN database (e.g., half-width tempera-
ture dependence, pressure shift coefficient and coefficient
for the self-broadening of gaseous water vapor), as well as
from other databases. Similar to ‘HITRAN on the Web’,
the Voigt line shape is used with an algorithm that linearly
combines line approximation functions. In general, limiting
errors are due to those associated with the line parameters
and shapes (given in the line parameter database), since errors
associated with computations are five orders of magnitude
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less than those associated with the line parameters [67]. For
these reasons, LBLRTM is considered by some as the gold
standard reference benchmark atmospheric modeling soft-
ware, used in radiative transfer applications (such as retriev-
ing information on temperature, water vapor and trace gas
concentrations) [67], [68].
As with MODTRAN R©4, mathematical formulation limits
the lowest recommended frequency of LBLRTM to 0.75 THz.
Figure 7(g)-(i) shows predicted transmittances from 0.75 to
100 THz, with a spectral resolution of 0.3 GHz (0.01 cm−1).
As seen with shorter path lengths, the lower transmittance
predicted is due to the two orders of magnitude improvement
in resolution when compared with MODTRAN R©4. With
longer path lengths, as with MODTRAN R©4, the noticeable
low-frequency roll-off in transmittance below 37.5 THz is due
to water vapor continuum absorption.
IV. MEAN BAND TRANSMITTANCE FOR EXTENDED
TERAHERTZ SPECTRUM APPLICATIONS
The extended terahertz spectrum from 0.1 to 100 THz
can find many scientific, military and commercial free-
space applications. Examples include THz time-domain spec-
troscopy (THz-TDS) [69]–[71], infrared spectroscopy (time
and frequency domains) [72], radiometry and limb sounding
[73]–[75], thermography [76], communications [54]–[57],
[60] with ∼30 THz R-WPT [77], to mention just a few.
An example of broadband THz-TDS has been developed by
the Japanese National Institute of Information and Commu-
nications Technology (NICT), having a spectral coverage
from 0.1 to 15 THz [71]. The atmospheric THz-TDS mea-
surements at NICT were performed within a vacuum-tight
enclosure at room temperature, having an atmospheric path
length of 80 cm [71]. The chamber was first purged with
nitrogen gas, to act as a reference; this was followed by
measuring the transmission spectrum for air. The system is
based on NICT’s photoconductive antennas that can operate
over this ultra-wide spectral range [78]–[81].
The thermal infrared ‘THz Torch’ concept was first intro-
duced by Lucyszyn et al. in 2011, for short-range secure
communications over a single (25 to 50 THz) channel [55].
It fundamentally exploits engineered blackbody radiation,
by partitioning thermally-generated spectral power into pre-
defined frequency channels; the incoherent signal power
within each channel is then independently pulsed modulated.
More recently, advances in the foundations [56], [58], [60],
subsystems level analysis [54], and multichannel communi-
cations [57] and spectroscopy [59] applications have been
reported; incorporating frequency band multiplexing tech-
niques across the 15 to 89 THz range. The single-channel
(defined by the 70% transmittance cut-off frequencies) and
multichannel (with Channels A, B, C and D defined by the
50% transmittance cut-off frequencies) ‘THz Torch’ demon-
strator frequency ranges are given in Table 4.
In general, applications may have frequency channels
with ultra-narrow (.0.1%) or narrow (.10%) fractional
bandwidths located between discrete absorption/emission
TABLE 4. Mean channel transmittance for horizontal path links at sea
level (at 296 K) over a 1 cm path length
lines; while others may spread across wide (&20%) or
ultra-wide (&50%) fractional bandwidths, ‘seeing’ many
discrete lines and/or strong bands. With (ultra-)wideband
systems, it is important to be able to accurately calculate
the mean band transmittance. This will determine the level
of resilience of free-space systems to atmospheric absorp-
tion/emission; particularly with ultra-broad band coherent
applications such as THz-TDS and incoherent applications
that include radiometry-based remote sensing and thermal
infrared ‘THz Torch’ systems. This latter application is con-
sidered further. Multichannel ‘THz Torch’ communications
acts as a suitable exemplar for the quantitative prediction of
mean channel transmittance under pristine conditions with a
horizontal path link at sea level, at an ambient temperature
of 296 K.
There are two different approaches for calculating mean
channel transmittance. The first simply uses the statistical
mean; while the second takes the ratio of incident radiance at
the input of a receiver to radiated radiance from a blackbody
emitter. A detailed discussion on themerits for both is given in
Appendix A.While the latter is more accurate (adopted here),
it will be seen in Appendix A that the simpler approach can
still be used in certain circumstances.
FIGURE 8. Predicted transmittance against frequency using LBLRTM for
horizontal path links at sea level using the modified U.S. standard
1976 model (at 296 K) over a 1 cm path length. (Channel frequencies for
‘THz Torch’ proof-of-concept demonstrators are overlaid).
The channel frequencies used in early thermal infrared
‘THz Torch’ proof-of-concept demonstrators, having a 1 cm
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path length, are overlaid onto the LBLRTM predicted trans-
mittance results shown in Fig. 8. The mean channel trans-
mittance for Channel B ‘sees’ the effects of gaseous water
vapor, while part of Channel C ‘sees’ the effects of carbon
dioxide. The quantitative mean channel transmittance (%)
and corresponding attenuation (dB) for all the channels are
given in Table 4. As expected, Channel B has the lowest mean
channel transmittance, although still >99%. This quantita-
tively proves that atmospheric attenuation is not a fundamen-
tal limitation within this spectral range for very short-range
(ultra-)broad bandwidth applications. Table 4 also includes
the comparative results from using ‘HITRAN on the Web’
and MODTRAN R©4, indicating no significant variation in
results between software packages over such a short path
length.
FIGURE 9. Calculated mean channel transmittance against horizontal
path length (at sea level) for different ‘THz Torch’ channels, using
predictions from ‘HITRAN on the Web’ (dashed), MODTRAN R©4 (dotted)
and LBLRTM (solid) at 296 K and 101.325 kPa.
The mean channel transmittance against path length for
horizontal paths links at sea level is shown in Fig. 9,
using the three different software packages. With Chan-
nels A and B, ‘HITRAN on the Web’ predicts larger values
than MODTRAN R©4 and LBLRTM, because water vapor
continuum absorption is not taken into account. The influence
of gaseous water vapor on Channel B with path length is
evident; mean channel transmittance is only 0.2% at 1 km
(i.e., 27 dB/km). Channel C shows sensitivity to carbon diox-
ide. Channel D has the highest mean channel transmittance,
because its passband matches that of a transmission win-
dow; being ∼93% at 1 km (i.e., 0.3 dB/km). For a worst-
case mean channel transmittance of 50%, it can be seen
that the multichannel thermal infrared ‘THz Torch’ systems
can potentially operate up to a path length of 10 m; while
increasing the Channel B transmit power (as compensation
for its greater atmospheric attenuation) can extend this range
even further. Alternatively, if only Channel D is used then
the single-channel system can operate up to and beyond
1 km; opening up the technology for new medium range
applications – for example, noise radio [82], noise radar
[83], [84], thermal infrared camouflage and identification,
friend or foe (IFF) [85].
FIGURE 10. Deviation in calculated transmittance data from LBLRTM with
‘HITRAN on the Web’ (dashed) and MODTRAN R©4 (dotted) seen in Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 shows the deviation in transmittance for ‘HITRAN
on the Web’ and MODTRAN R©4, using LBLRTM as our
gold standard reference benchmark software. While both
MODTRAN R©4 and LBLRTM take into account water vapor
continuum absorption, the different spectral resolutions result
in greater differences when compared with ‘HITRAN on the
Web’ and LBLRTM. The latter pair of simulation software
have the same spectral resolution and use line-by-line meth-
ods. Fig. 10 shows the water vapor continuum absorption
influence is less significant than the difference in spectral
resolution; this is particularly evident with Channels A and B.
It can be concluded that the free and easy to use (even by a
non-atmospheric scientists) ‘HITRAN on the Web’ software
can give good predictions of mean channel transmittance for
(ultra-)wide fractional bandwidth applications.
The relationship between mean band transmittance, fre-
quency and fractional bandwidth for any horizontal path
link at sea level, under pristine conditions, between
0.75 and 100 THz is shown in Fig. 11, calculated using
predictions from LBLRTM for a 1 km path length. This color
map can act as a useful tool for channel spectral allocation.
FIGURE 11. Calculated color map of mean band transmittance against
frequency and fractional bandwidth for horizontal path links at sea level,
using predictions from LBLRTM at 296 K over a 1 km path length.
As an example, the thermal infrared ‘THz Torch’ channel
characteristics are superimposed onto Fig. 11. For each chan-
nel, the color representation of mean channel transmittance
at the center of the white circle corresponds to the value
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in Fig. 9 for the 1 km path length. Given a fixed center
frequency, the performance of Channel B can be improved
by increasing its fractional bandwidth. Alternatively, for a
fixed fractional bandwidth, improvement can be achieved
by translating its original ∼50 THz center frequency either
towards 40 or 60 THz.
V. EARTH-SPACE PATH LINK SIMULATIONS
In this Section, the effects of atmospheric attenuation on
Earth-space path links will be investigated, using LBLRTM
for pristine atmospheric conditions, from 0.75 to 100 THz.
Thru-atmosphere transmittance is calculated for both
(ultra-)wide (with incoherent source radiation) and ultra-
narrow (with coherent source radiation) fractional bandwidth
applications.
The top of atmosphere (TOA) is considered to be
∼100 km (the Karman line defines this geometric altitude
for the boundary between the Earth’s atmosphere and outer
space). In terms of the Earth’s geometric altitude, the low-
est three atmospheric layers are the troposphere (0-10 km),
stratosphere (10-50 km) and mesosphere (50-86 km).
In addition, Earth-space path links include propaga-
tion through the ionosphere (50-1,000 km), which experi-
ences attenuation (from absorption and diffusion), refrac-
tion, depolarization (Faraday rotation) and propagation
delay variations [86]. However, since ionization (caused
by solar radiation) has an associated plasma frequency of
∼9√electron density ≤ 9 MHz for a typical maximum elec-
tron density of 1012 electrons/m3 within the ionospheric ‘F2’
region (at an altitude of ∼280 km), ionospheric effects are
insignificant above 2 GHz [86] and so not considered further.
A. RADIO ASTRONOMY
In the case of radio astronomy (operating over the extended
THz spectrum), where telescopes are located in regions hav-
ing low levels of natural and anthropogenic aerosols, atmo-
spheric attenuation is dependent exclusively on atmospheric
precipitable water vapor (PWV). This represents the total
water content in a column of the atmosphere, from sea level
to the TOA, represented by liquid water [87]. The influence
of gaseous water vapor can be mitigated by locating ground
stations in regions having drier climates.
Recent work by Suen et al. [87], analyzed the global
PWV distributions over the entire Earth’s surface using
high-resolution data from two NASA Earth Observing Sys-
tem (EOS) satellites: Aqua and Terra. Using MODTRAN R©5
they produced transmittance spectra for Earth-space path
links at zenith from dc to 1.6 THz, for values of PWV
from 0 to 20 mm [87]. They also then compared their
MODTRAN R©5 transmittance spectra with results from am.
It was found that MODTRAN R©5 and am give almost
identical results with values of PWV = 0.5 mm. How-
ever, with PWV = 0, am predicts a near linear drop-
off in transmittance with frequency, not seen in the
MODTRAN R©5 spectrum. The authors suggested that this is
TABLE 5. Transmission windows for terabit-per-second satellite links [89].
because dry air collision-induced absorption is not modeled
in MODTRAN R©5.
The same researchers identified several dry locations, such
as Chile (where the international Atacama Large Millime-
ter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA) is located, having Band
10 operating from 0.787 to 0.950 THz [88]), Antarctica,
Greenland Ice Sheet, Tibetan Plateau and high peaks in the
Western United States [87]. A more extreme solution would
be to locate infrared radiometers in space (with the Herschel
Space Observatory, operating from 0.48 to 5.3 THz, being a
good example).
B. SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
The same research group, from the University of Califor-
nia, Santa Barbara, modeled ground-to-geostationary satellite
links at frequencies from 0.066 to 1.1 THz. The THz spectrum
is segmented into 6 bands, shown in Table 5. It has been
suggested that, even with severe atmospheric attenuation,
Tbit/s Earth-space links are possible [89], since the satellite
link only experiences atmospheric attenuation from an equiv-
alent path length of several kilometers from a dry location
at sea level. As an example, with 45◦ elevation, for a low
Earth orbit (LEO) link (780 km altitude) and a geostation-
ary equatorial orbit (GEO) link (35,768 km altitude), the
equivalent ground path length is less than 10 km in the THz
windows [90].
C. GROUND-BASED RECEIVER LOCATED AT GIZA
Giza (30.0◦ N, 31.1◦ E, in Egypt) was chosen as an arbitrary
location at sea level, having very low levels of gaseous water
vapor. As illustrated in Fig. 12, an ambient temperature TAS =
296 K (at sea level) and zenith angle of 33◦ are considered.
The following analysis will show the importance of modeling
the Earth’s atmosphere when calculating transmittance and
carrier-to-noise ratio at the input to a ground-based receiver.
A 2012 annual mean dataset was taken from the near-
est location to Giza (at 30.0◦ N, 31.5◦ E), based on an
atmospheric reanalysis dataset (a combination of measure-
ment observations and modeling), considered as the current
state of the art [91]. This provides realistic vertical profiles
for gaseous water vapor and ozone, as well as many other
parameters.
For Giza, our assumption of pristine conditions can
in theory represent a reasonable approximation. At this
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FIGURE 12. (a) Ground-based receiver located at Giza (30.0◦ N, 31.1◦ E)
with 33◦ zenith angle. (b) Simplified equivalent noise model for a
homogeneous atmosphere.
location, with some of the minor gases (e.g., CO2, CH4 and
N2O), fractional volumes for the (near-)vertical path links
are different to those given in Table 2. In addition, relevant
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) have also been included; not
considered with the U.S. standard 1976 model used with the
previous horizontal path links at sea level. In practice, Giza
is at times affected by the presence of aerosols (in the form
of large mineral dust particles), which typically absorb and
scatter within the thermal infrared [92].
For predicting atmospheric attenuation, a realistic baro-
metric pressure against atmospheric temperature profile was
created from the reanalysis dataset (the barometric pressure
is then divided into 46 sub-layers). The geopotential altitude
against atmospheric temperature profile can then be cal-
culated (with atmospheric temperature having a near-linear
relationship within each of the 46 sub-layers of geopotential
altitude). More details are given in Appendix B.
FIGURE 13. Atmospheric temperature profile against geopotential
altitude (black) and barometric pressure (blue) for our (near-)vertical
LBLRTM simulations within the troposphere and stratosphere for a
sea-level temperature of 296 K.
FIGURE 14. Predicted Earth-space path link transmittance for the
ground-based receiver located at Giza with 33◦ zenith angle using
LBLRTM (black) and calculated Planckian spectrum for a blackbody
radiator at 296 K as a function of wavelength (blue).
The results for both barometric pressure and geopoten-
tial altitude against atmospheric temperature are shown in
Fig. 13. These plots only extend to a barometric pressure of
0.1 kPa (found at a geopotential altitude of 47.64 km′), as it
only has 0.11% of the standard sea-level atmospheric gas den-
sity [53]. Therefore, since the concentration of air molecules
is so low, their effects at higher geopotential altitudes become
insignificant (even though the TOA is at∼100 km). It can be
seen from Fig. 13 that barometric pressure is logarithmically
related to geopotential altitude. More importantly, while the
localized sea-level temperature is fixed at 296 K, microscopic
atmospheric conditions (temperature and pressure) varies sig-
nificantly with geopotential altitude.
For high accuracy, a spectral resolution of 0.3 GHz was
used by LBLRTM to predict the Earth-space path link trans-
mittance, using the barometric pressure against atmospheric
temperature profile shown in Fig. 13 at a zenith angle of 33◦,
with predictions given in Fig. 14. The Planckian spectrum for
a blackbody radiator at 296 K as a function of wavelength
(plotted against frequency) is also shown in Fig. 14. From
Wien’s displacement law, the emitted spectral radiance as a
function of wavelength has a peak at 9.8 µm (30.6 THz).
From Fig. 14, it can be seen that there are three main trans-
mission windows through the Earth’s atmosphere, between
0.75 and 100 THz – with thru-atmosphere 50% transmittance
cut-off frequencies of 22.6 & 38.2 THz, 59.1 & 65.9 THz and
72.4 & 90.0 THz. The effect of absorption by the ozone layer
(having a maximum concentration within the stratosphere
at around 25 km) is found at ∼31 THz and not evident in
horizontal path links at sea level.
It is interesting to compare the results from this location
and macroscopic atmospheric conditions with those from
Harries et al. [3]; demonstrating the benefits of operating
under pristine conditions at zenith with a subarctic win-
ter standard and from a geometric altitude of 8 km. With
this extremely dry, cold and elevated altitude, transmittance
between 24 to 29 THz is approximately 100%, compared to
<88% shown in Fig. 14. This extreme condition can also be
exploited by long-haul aircraft, for establishing terabit per
second satellite links, while maintaining a cruising altitude
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TABLE 6. Mean channel transmittance for ground-based receiver located
at Giza having 0◦ and 33◦ zenith angles.
above ca. 10 km to avoid the bulk contribution of atmospheric
attenuation found at lower altitudes.
D. (ULTRA-)WIDE FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTH (&20%)
CHANNELS
This subsection considers the scenario shown in Fig. 12, with
the (ultra-)wide fractional bandwidth thermal infrared ‘THz
Torch’ application, introduced in Section IV. The quantitative
mean channel transmittance (%) and corresponding attenua-
tion (dB) from LBLRTM predicted data for both 0◦ and 33◦
zenith angles are given in Table 5.
It can be seen in Table 5 that mean channel transmittance
degrades with zenith angle, due to the longer thru-atmosphere
path length. However, this is only an increase of 0.24 dB for
the single channel case, having a 66.7% fractional bandwidth.
Moreover, at 33◦, the mean channel transmittance of 5 dB
demonstrates resilience to spectral absorption by the many
discrete absorption lines between 25 and 38 THz and the
strong absorption band between 38 and 50 THz for the single
channel case.
In principle, if large emitting areas and narrow collimated
beams are implemented, Channels A, C and D could be
used in Earth-space path links; for example, communications
between ground stations and 1U CubeSats (having geomet-
ric altitudes above 200 km), the International Space Station
(maintaining an geometric altitude from 330 to 435 km) or
highly elliptical orbit satellites (with an geometric altitude at
perigee above 500 km). For some applications, however, high
atmospheric absorption can be exploited. For example, local-
area networks, drone-to-drone communications and inter-
satellite links can mitigate against interference, interception
and jamming.
E. ULTRA-NARROW FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTH (.0.1%)
CHANNELS
This subsection also considers the scenario shown in Fig. 12,
with ultra-narrow fractional bandwidth applications. A close-
in view of the peak in transmittance within the lowest of the
three transmission windows (in Fig. 14), found between ca.
33.8 to 33.9 THz, is shown in Fig. 15.
It can be seen that transmittance is approximately 90% (or
0.46 dB) across this 100 GHz bandwidth. With ultra-narrow
fractional bandwidth applications that use coherent source
FIGURE 15. Predicted Earth-space path transmittance, from
33.8 to 33.9 THz, for the ground-based receiver located at Giza
with 33◦ zenith angle using LBLRTM.
radiation, channels should ideally avoid spectral absorption
lines. Be-spoke channel frequencies would then have 50%
transmittance bandwidths that range between 3 and 22 GHz.
Within the (at present) unregulated thermal infrared,
large and freely available channel bandwidths offer new
opportunities for both coherent and (evenmore so) incoherent
radiation applications. The former can take advantage of the
increasingly popular room temperature mid-infrared quan-
tum cascade laser sources [93] for low power applications.
While high power CO2 lasers, operating between 26 and
33 THz, can be used for long range communications and R-
WPT applications.
With the latter, it is interesting to compare the peak in
transmittance at 33.9 THz (8.8 µm) with the peak in spectral
radiance as a function of wavelength corresponding to a
frequency of 30.6 THz (9.8 µm) for a blackbody radiator at
296 K. Unsurprisingly, thermography represents a ubiquitous
application for incoherent source radiation at these frequen-
cies (e.g., infrared thermometers, thermal infrared motion
sensors, thermal cameras); in nature, pit viper snakes and
vampire bats have evolved to exploit the lowest transmission
window (in Fig. 14) to ‘visually’ locate thermally-contrasting
warm-blooded pray.
VI. SUB-1 THz ANALYSIS
A. SOFTWARE PREDICTIONS AND ITU-R P.676-10
ESTIMATIONS FOR HORIZONTAL PATH
LINKS AT SEA LEVEL
It has previously been stated that MODTRAN R© and
LBLTRM are designed for use from far-infrared and
submillimeter-wave frequencies, respectively, to the ultravio-
let. Moreover, both employ the HITRAN database. However,
neither of these simulation software packages nor ‘HITRAN
on the web’ are used at the lower end of our spectral range
of interest. Instead, line-by-line calculations are adopted,
defined by the ITU-R P.676 model for frequencies below
1 THz, as reported by Schneider et al. [29].
It is, therefore, of interest to investigate how well our
three software packages compare with ITU-R P.676-10 [94]
estimates for frequencies below 1 THz. This published
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FIGURE 16. Predicted specific attenuation for horizontal path links at sea
level using simulation software packages and calculated estimates from
ITU-R P.676-10 at 288.15 K.
recommendation is based on a gaseous water vapor density
of 7.5 g/m3, at a temperature of 288.15 K (15◦C) and at 1
atm, with results plotted in Fig. 16. While LBLTRM and
MODTRAN R© are recommended for use above 0.75 THz,
predictions can still be given above 0.3 THz for LBLRTM,
as show in Fig. 16. It can be seen that the predictions from
LBLRTM and MODTRAN R©4 follow the estimates from
ITU-R P.676-10, but are not accurate. This is due to ITU-
R P.676-10 having a different gaseous water vapor fractional
volume to the modified U.S. standard 1976 model for mid-
latitude [53] used here by LBLRTM and MODTRAN R©4.
This is also true for ‘HITRAN on the Web’, which can make
spectral predictions down to dc. With this software package,
while all spectral lines for oxygen and gaseous water vapor
are evident, the predictions only follow the ITU-R P.676-10
estimates down to ca. 0.38 THz. As frequency decreases
below ca. 0.38 THz, predictions become increasingly erro-
neous; results from ‘HITRAN on the Web’ converge on a
specific attenuation value of 10 dB/km at dc.
Note that the default atmospheric model for ‘HITRAN on
the Web’ is the summer U.S.A. model for mean latitude at
sea level, having a 1.862987% gaseous water vapor fractional
volume [52]. This level of fractional volume predicts excess
atmospheric attenuation. However, from the modified U.S.
standard 1976 and summer U.S.A. models, if the geometric
mean value of 1.2012% is adopted for the gaseous water
vapor fractional volumes, ‘HITRAN on the Web’ predictions
are very close to the ITU-R P.676-10 estimates down to
ca. 0.56 THz. The inset of Fig. 16 shows almost negligible
transmittance, with a minimum specific attenuation of 50
dB/km from 0.75 to 1 THz, even with the conservative values
for the modified U.S. standard 1976 model.
B. HORIZONTAL PATH LINKS AT DIFFERENT ALTITUDES
This subsection highlights the sensitivity of line broadening
due to extreme changes in macroscopic atmospheric condi-
tions, as geopotential altitude increases. For horizontal path
links, Table 7 gives the macroscopic atmospheric conditions
extracted directly from the U.S. standard 1976model for mid-
latitude [53].
TABLE 7. Macroscopic atmospheric conditions at different altitudes for
horizontal path links using the U.S. standard 1976 model [53]
FIGURE 17. Predicted transmittance using ‘HITRAN on the Web’ for 1 km
horizontal path links at different geopotential altitudes using the
modified U.S. standard 1976 model.
For convenience, ‘HITRAN on the Web’ is used to predict
transmittance, as it gives similar results to LBLRTM (as seen
in Fig. 16). Consider the case for 1 km horizontal path links
at different altitudes. This scenario may, for example, be
adopted in future high data rate drone-to-drone communica-
tions. The results are shown in Fig. 17 for the four macro-
scopic atmospheric conditions given in Table 7. Clearly, for
a 1 km path link at sea level, transmittance is almost zero
from 0.75 to 1 THz (as also seen previously between 1 and
ca. 22 THz), fundamentally limiting this part of the frequency
spectrum for wireless exploitation over long distances.
From the inset of Fig. 17, extreme broadening of the
0.917 THz gaseous water vapor line is evident; at a small
frequency offset from line center, transmittance decreases
from 100% to almost zero, as geopotential attitude decreases
from 47.64 km′ to sea level.
C. EARTH-SPACE PATH LINK CARRIER-TO-NOISE
ANALYSIS
Continuing with the arbitrary scenario depicted in Fig. 12,
if a continuous wave (e.g., a pilot tone) is transmitted over
a free-space link at the same frequency as a molecular reso-
nance line, the received carrier (coherent signal) power will
decrease due to molecular absorption and the received noise
(incoherent signal) power will increase due to molecular
emission; both mechanisms contribute separately in reducing
the carrier-to-noise power ratio (C/N) at the receiver.
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To investigate this further, a number of simplifying
assumptions will be made: (i) unless otherwise stated, the
receiver is ‘noiseless’ and represents a complete idealized
ground station (i.e., the receiver, antenna and associated inter-
connect feed line are all ideal); (ii) the antenna has a highly
directional pencil-beam radiation pattern; (iii) Earth’s atmo-
sphere is represented by a single homogenous layer in ther-
modynamic equilibrium; (iv) a ‘plane atmosphere’ approx-
imation is adopted (which is usually acceptable for zenith
angles below 65◦) [95], whereby the Earth is assumed flat
with a horizontally stratified time-invariant atmosphere [96];
(v) molecular scattering is neglected with pristine conditions;
(vi) Rayleigh-Jeans law can be used to approximate Planck’s
laws for calculating spectral radiance; and (vii) the total
opacity of the atmosphere is assumed to be frequency inde-
pendent. A justification of these assumptions can be found in
Appendix C.
With reference to Fig. 12(b), the sky brightness tempera-
ture TINθ (f ) for all source
contributions (representing the effective input noise
temperature to a receiver), due to molecular absorp-
tion/emission at zenith angle θ , is dependent on frequency
f and given by:
TINθ (f ) ≈ TCMB · e−τθ (f ) + TMAT ·
(
1− e−τθ (f )
)
(1)
Since reflectance is neglected, transmittance is e−τθ (f ) and
absorptance is
(
1− e−τθ (f )), which is equal to the emissivity
of the atmosphere in thermodynamic equilibrium. At zenith
angle θ , total opacity (sometimes referred to as ‘total optical
path’ or ‘total optical thickness’) τθ (f ) = τ0(f ) sec θ , where
τ0(f ) is the total zenith opacity or ‘total optical depth’ and
sec θ is referred to as the number of air masses. TCMB =
2.725 K is the cosmic microwave background (CMB) noise
temperature and an estimate of the physical mean atmo-
spheric temperature (known as the ‘sky emission tempera-
ture’ [95]) is given by TMAT = 0.95TAS .
At this point it is worth mentioning that with high zenith
angles, opacity τθ (f )→ kα(f )L. However, with such low ele-
vation path links, the effects of kα(f ) are effectively masked
by the much greater path lengths through the Earth’s atmo-
sphere (with L being of the order of 8 times the 50 km′
geopotential altitude). As a result, e−τθ (f )→ 0 and, therefore,
TINθ (f ) ∼ TMAT (f ). In other words, path length, transmit-
tance and CMB do not need to be considered when calculat-
ing the sky brightness temperature for (near-)horizontal path
links.
Often, τθ (f ) is simply assumed to be frequency indepen-
dent, which is reasonable over sufficiently narrow fractional
bandwidths. Therefore, when considering the noise contribu-
tion from the Earth’s atmosphere, the effective input thermal
noise power to the noiseless receiver can be simply calculated
from the commonly used textbook expression:
PIN ≈ kTINθB (2)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant and B is channel bandwidth.
It should be noted that (2) is only valid for frequencies up
to ca. 1 THz at an ambient temperature of 296 K for a 2%
error. This frequency limit, the derivation of (2) and a more
accurate approach for determining the input thermal noise
power are discussed in Appendix C.
The carrier and noise power levels at the input to a noisy
receiver Cθ and Nθ , respectively, can be expressed as:
Cθ = e−τθCθV (3)
Nθ ≈ k (TINθ + TRX )B (4)
where CθV is the received carrier power within a vac-
uum atmosphere (i.e., without considering any molecular
absorption), TRX is the intrinsic noise temperature for a
noisy receiver due to intrinsic noise contributions (e.g., from
receiver, antenna and associated interconnect feed line). Since
e−τθ → 1, the received noise power within a vacuum atmo-
sphere NθV (i.e., without considering any molecular emis-
sion) is given by:
NθV ≈ k (TCMB+ TRX )B ∼ kTRXB with TCMB  TRX (5)
Therefore, the respective carrier-to-noise power ratios at the
input to a receiver within a vacuum atmosphereCθV /NθV and
considering both molecular absorption and emission within












TCMB · e−τθ + TMAT ·
(
1− e−τθ )+ TRX ]B (7)
Note that the spreading loss factor only affects carrier power
and not the noise power. Moreover, the reduction in the
receiver’s input carrier power with increasing path length
(having an inverse square law) is the same in vacuum as
it is with a terrestrial atmosphere. Therefore, the effects of
spreading loss can be ignored in this analysis. The calculated
reduction in C/N at the receiver when both molecular absorp-






(TCMB − TMAT )+ (TMAT + TRX ) · e+τθ
(TCMB + TRX )
}
(8)
This is represented by Fig. 18 for different intrinsic receiver
noise temperatures and atmospheric transmittance varying
from 0.1 to 100% (a transmittance of zero will result in an
infinite reduction in C/N for all values of TRX , which cannot
be displayed).
Transmittance can change significantly due to mod-
eling errors and/or line broadening, discussed in sub-
Sections A and B, respectively. With the latter, consider
two channels having ultra-narrow fractional bandwidths; the
first channel is located midway between two deep spectral
absorption/emission lines (exhibiting high transmittance) and
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FIGURE 18. Calculated reduction in input C/N at a noisy receiver with
both molecular absorption and emission considered.
the second channel is close to a spectral line (still exhibit-
ing high transmittance). Because significant line broadening
can result from changes in macroscopic atmospheric condi-
tions, the second channel only may experience a dramatic
reduction in transmittance. Therefore, this analysis can be
useful for calculating the fade margins in the carrier-to-noise
ratio with coherent source radiation applications below ca.
1 THz. For example, if the second channel experiences a
drop in transmittance from 90% to 50%, with a low noise
receiver having TRX = 50 K, the fade margin (i.e., difference
in the calculated reduction in C/N at the receiver) will be
(8.6 – 2.3) dB= 6.3 dB; this represents a very significant pro-
portion of the overall allocated fade margin (typically 10 dB)
within a power link budget for communications applications.
It may be the case that C/N is calculated (erroneously)
without considering the increase in received noise power due







TCMB · e−τθ + TMAT ·
(




The calculated error in Cθ/Nθ (dB) is shown in Fig. 19.
For the limiting case of having no absorption line gives
τθ → 0 and e−τθ → 1 and Nθ/NθV → 0 dB. How-
FIGURE 19. Calculated error in input C/N (dB) at a noisy receiver with
only molecular absorption considered.
ever, as expected, errors are at a maximum for the opposite
limiting case when both transmittance and intrinsic receiver
noise temperatures values are zero. For a low noise receiver,
having TRX = 50 K, the limiting case of a strong absorp-
tion line gives τθ → ∞, e−τθ → 0, Cθ → 0, Nθ →
k (TMAT + TRX )B, Cθ/Nθ (dB) → −∞ and Nθ/NθV →
(TMAT + TRX ) / (TCMB + TRX ) → 8 dB (or TMAT /TCMB →
20 dB with TRX → 0).
VII. CONCLUSION
This article tries to bridge the knowledge gap between applied
engineering and atmospheric sciences, focusing specifically
on atmospheric attenuation between 0.1 and 100 THz under
pristine conditions (found indoors and some global location
outdoors); representing a useful comparative baseline. An
exhaustive review ofmodeling atmospheric attenuation for all
outdoor weather conditions is beyond the scope of this paper,
as this would require a very detailed be-spoke (time-variant
or statistical) atmospheric model across every geographical
path link under investigation. Nevertheless, our idealized
treatment reveals many important facets associated with this
multidisciplinary subject.
In practice, developing generic in-house simulation soft-
ware to produce accurate predictions is challenging because
of the ever-expanding spectroscopic line parameter database
and improvements in radiative transfer codes. Instead, three
well-known simulation software packages were employed.
The techniques used for modeling atmospheric attenuation
under pristine conditions have been applied to investigate the
resilience of (ultra-)wide fractional bandwidth applications to
the effects of molecular absorption. Two extreme modeling
scenarios were investigated: horizontal path links at sea level
and Earth-space path links. It is shown by example that
‘HITRAN on the Web’ can give good predictions with the
former (without having extensive knowledge of atmospheric
science); whereas LBLRTM is recommended for the latter
(requiring specialist knowledge of atmospheric science).
A 1 to 10 THz atmospheric ‘band-stop’ transmission char-
acteristic is evident, even under pristine conditions, when path
length extends beyond approximately 20 to 50 m at sea level.
In contrast, the three transmission windows within the ‘over
the THz horizon’ thermal infrared represents new opportuni-
ties for exploiting this unregulated part of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The recently introduced ‘THz Torch’ technology
represents a good candidate for investigating its resilience to
molecular absorption. It is predicted that 1 km horizontal path
links at sea level exhibit 90% transmittance (with Channel D).
Furthermore, in principle, if large emitting areas and nar-
row collimated beams are implemented, Earth-space path
links can be supported, as theoretically investigated with
a ground-based receiver located at Giza. However, many
locations around the world can also be considered; global
atmospheric reanalysis data has been compiled and used with
LBLRTM to predict THz transmittance statistics. To this end,
NASA’s Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research
and Applications (MERRA) dataset represents a 30 year
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(1979-2007) global reanalysis, using the Goddard Earth
Observing System Data Assimilation System [97].
Also, from first principles, it was shown that the Rayleigh-
Jeans law approximation, widely used to calculate thermal
noise power, is only valid up to ca. 1 THz. Moreover,
‘HITRAN on the Web’ predictions can be very close to
estimates from the commonly used ITU-R P.676-10 model,
down to ca. 0.56 THz. Finally, carrier-to-noise ratio fade
margins have been investigated, which can take into account
the effects of line broadening due to changes in molecular
macroscopic atmospheric conditions for sub-1 THz ultra-
narrow fractional bandwidth applications.
APPENDIX A
In this appendix, two different approaches for calculating
mean channel transmittance are compared, both taking the
assumption that the channel filters have a spectrally flat in-
band transmittance. The first, more intuitive, definition sim-




whereM is the total number of spectral data sampling points
and Ti is channel transmittance for the ith frequency within
either the 70% or 50% transmittance channel bandwidth.
This definition of mean channel transmittance is only valid
if the incident power spectral density is also considered flat
across the channel bandwidth.
The exact expression (adopted in this paper) for calculating
mean channel transmittance takes the ratio of incident radi-
ance at the input of a receiver to radiated radiance from a




[IBB (f ,TBB)T (f )] · df∫ f2
f1
IBB (f ,TBB) · df
(11)
where f1 and f2 are the lower and upper channel cut-off
frequencies, respectively; IBB (f ,TBB) is the exact spectral
radiance radiated from a blackbody, which is dependent on
both frequency and blackbody temperature TBB (878 K in our
calculations, representing the nominal operating temperature
for commercial thermal infrared emitters used as sources in
‘THz Torch’ applications); and T (f ) is the frequency depen-
dent channel transmittance.
The mean channel transmittances for each channel iden-
tified within the paper, against horizontal path length at
sea level, for the two approaches (using T (f ) data from
LBLRTM with an atmospheric temperature and pressure of
296 K and 101.325 kPa, respectively) are shown in Fig. 20.
For simplicity, it is assumed that the atmosphere is homoge-
nous at sea level.
It can be seen from Fig. 20 that the discrepancies in the
results for both Channels B and D are insignificant. This
is because channel transmittance is spectrally flat over their
respective channel bandwidths; T (f ) can be moved out of
the integral and, therefore, (11) equates to (10). With Chan-
nels A, C and the single channel case, transmittance is not
FIGURE 20. Calculated mean channel transmittance against horizontal
path length at sea level for different ‘THz Torch’ channels, using
predictions from LBLRTM at 296 K and 101.325 kPa, (black: statistical
mean; blue: exact) for TBB = 878 K.
FIGURE 21. Statistical mean band transmittance against frequency and
fractional bandwidth using predictions from LBLRTM for a 1 km path
length.
FIGURE 22. Exact mean band transmittance against frequency and
fractional bandwidth using predictions from LBLRTM for a 1 km path
length.
spectrally flat across their respective bandwidths. As a result,
discrepancies can be seen between the statistical mean and
exact expressions.
Between 0.75 and 100 THz, for a 1 km path length, the
relationship between mean band transmittance, frequency
and fractional bandwidth have been calculated using both
definitions and the results are shown in Figs. 21 and 22,
respectively. The difference in calculated mean band trans-
mittance is shown in Fig. 23. It can be seen that this difference
is less than 9% for Channel A (worst-case scenario) andmuch
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FIGURE 23. Difference between statistical and exact mean band
transmittances against frequency and fractional bandwidth using
predictions from LBLRTM for a 1 km path length.
lower for the other channels. Therefore, the simpler statistical
mean approach can be used for some channels [54].
APPENDIX B
The linear gradient of atmospheric temperature with geopo-
tential altitude H is referred to as the ‘lapse rate’.
Two equations are used for calculating barometric pressure
Pwithin the troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere layers
(up to a geopotential altitude of 84.852 km’ or geometric
altitude ∼86 km) [53]:




Tb + Lb · (H − Hb)
] g′0M0
RLb
for Lb 6= 0
e
−
g′0M0 · (H − Hb)
RTb

for Lb = 0
(12)
where subscript b ranges from 0 to 6 (or 4 in our case; con-
sidering only the troposphere and stratosphere) in accordance
with the general case of having 7 atmospheric boundaries; Pb
and Tb are the barometric pressure and atmospheric temper-
ature, respectively, corresponding to geopotential altitude Hb
for the bth boundary; Lb is the lapse rate of the layer above the
bth boundary, with our values of -6.5, 0.0, 1.0 and 2.8 K/km′,
corresponding to our layers one to four having geopotential
altitudes of 11, 20, 32 and 47 km′, respectively; g′0 = 9.80665
is the dimensional constant relating the standard geopotential
meter to geometric height [53] and is numerically equal to
the acceleration of gravity g0(m/s2) at sea level; M0 =
28.9644 kg/kmol is the mean molecular weight of air at sea
level; R = 8.31432×103 N ·m/(kmol ·K) is the gas constant.
The respective reference-level values for T0 and P0 are 296 K
and 101.325 kPa, respectively. Here, Tb with b ∈ [1..4] is
calculated from Tb = Tb−1 + Lb−1 · (Hb − Hb−1) and Pb is
obtained from (12).
APPENDIX C
In this Appendix the input thermal noise power to a noiseless
receiver is derived and the condition is shown for when
commonly used textbook approximations become invalid at
terahertz frequencies. It is assumed throughout that ‘noise-
less receiver’ refers to a complete idealized ground station
(i.e., the receiver, antenna and associated interconnect feed
line are all ideal) for Earth-space path links (as depicted in
Fig. 12).
Downward spectral radiance, incident at any point on the
ground, consists of contributions from: (i) CMB radiance;
(ii) radiance scattered into the direction of view; and
(iii) emission from the overlying bulk atmosphere. These
contributions are transmitted directly into the main lobe(s)
and any side lobes of the receiving antenna. Under pristine
conditions, the contribution of molecular scattering can be
neglected. Therefore, only atmospheric absorption and emis-
sion are considered further.
A. MULTI-LAYER ATMOSPHERE ANALYSIS
From the Beer-Lambert law, the spectral radiance absorbed
by an atmospheric layer of thickness dz, dIa(f ) is:
dIa (f ) = −It (f ) µ (f ) ρ sec θdz (13)
where It (f ) is the combined spectral radiance incident at the
top of the atmospheric layer and is a function of frequency,
µ(f ) is the mass absorption coefficient (since no scattering is
assumed), ρ is the mass density of the atmospheric layer and
θ is the zenith angle (from vertical to the antenna’s main lobe,
as shown in Fig. 12).
The amount of spectral radiance emitted by the atmo-
spheric layer in the same direction, dIE (f ) is:
dIE (f ) = Iatm (f ) µ (f ) ρ sec θdz (14)
where Iatm (f ) is the atmospheric source term. If the atmo-
spheric layer is in thermodynamic equilibrium, Iatm (f ) is
defined by Planck’s law as IBB (f ,T (z)); the blackbody spec-
tral radiance of the atmospheric layer is a function of fre-
quency and its physical temperature T (z), with T (z) itself
being a function of altitude z (from the top of our defined
atmosphere, as shown in Fig. 12).
In the absence of any scattering, the rate of net change in
spectral radiance as a function of altitude is thus:
dI (f ) = − [It (f )− IBB (f ,T (z))] dτθ (f ) (15)
where dτθ (f ) = dτo (f ) sec θ and dτo (f ) = µ (f ) ρ dz are
the optical path at θ and optical depth at zenith, respectively,
over geometrical thickness dz. At θ , the total opacity of the
atmosphere is τθ (f ) = τo (f ) sec θ , where τ0(f ) is the
total zenith opacity or ‘total optical depth’, sec θ is referred
to as the number of air masses [98], for θ - 65◦ [95].
From (15), using e−τθ (f ) as an integrating factor over height,
Schwarzchild’s equation is obtained for the total spectral
radiance I (f ,T ,Z ); describing radiative transfer in a non-
scattering medium (suitable over the extended THz spec-
trum) as:
I (f ,T ,Z ) = ITOA (f ,TCMB) · e−τθ (f )
+
∫ τθ (f )
0





θ (f ,z)−τθ (f )]
)
dτ ′θ (f , z) (16)
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where Z is the surface altitude of the receiver (at sea level in
our case) and e−τθ (f ) is the atmospheric transmittance at θ ,
(alternatively, e+τ θ (f ) is sometimes used and referred to as
the atmospheric loss factor [96], [98], as shown in Fig. 12).
Total opacity τθ (f ) [Np] is sometimes referred to as the
total optical path or thickness; τ ′θ (f , z) is the opacity from
the TOA down to altitude z. Physically, (16) shows that the
downwelling spectral radiance at the receiver is comprised
of the CMB radiation transmitted from the TOA plus the
emission from each atmospheric layer that makes it to the
surface. The CMB spectral radiance incident at the top of
atmosphere ITOA(f ,TCMB) is a function of frequency and
CMB noise temperature TCMB.
The input thermal noise power to a noiseless receiver




I (f ,T ) df d (17)
where Ar is the effective radiating area for a generic radiator
and assumed here to be equivalent in value for all contribu-
tions in (17).
B. SINGLE LAYER ATMOSPHERE APPROXIMATION
In order to perform basic calculations, it is often assumed that
the atmosphere is represented by a single homogenous layer
in thermodynamic equilibrium [95], [98]. Therefore, in (16),
T (z) is approximated by a single physical mean atmospheric
temperature TMAT = 0.95 TAS (known as the ‘sky emission
temperature’ [95]); dependent on frequency and macroscopic
atmospheric conditions and can be represented with better
accuracy by more sophisticated atmospheric models [99].
With this single layer assumption, the approximate total spec-
tral radiance at the input of a noiseless receiver is:
I (f ,T ) ∼= Itop (f ,TCMB) · e−τθ (f )
+ IBB(f ,TMAT ) ·
(
1− e−τθ (f )
)
(18)
The first term on the right-hand side of (18) is the extrater-
restrial contribution to the noiseless receiver, due to CMB
radiation having a mean blackbody noise temperature of
TCMB = 2.725 K [98], [100], [101] (or more precisely
2.7255 ± 0.0009 K when measured over the spectral range
from 60 to 625 GHz [102]). The second term is the terrestrial
contribution, where (1 − e−τθ (f )) is the frequency dependent
emissivity of the bulk atmospheric layer. Since reflectance is
neglected, absorptance is equal to the emissivity of the bulk
atmospheric layer in thermodynamic equilibrium.
The approximated thermal noise power input to a noiseless
receiver can now be expressed using (17), giving:
PIN ∼= Ar1
∫∫
Itop (f ,TCMB) · e−τθ (f )dfd
+Ar2
∫∫
IBB (f ,TMAT ) ·
(




where Ar1 and Ar2 are effective radiating areas associated
with CMB radiation and bulk atmosphere, respectively. How-
ever, in practice, it can be difficult to calculate the input ther-
mal noise power using (19), since Ar1 and Ar2 are unknown.
The exact spectral radiance from a blackbody IBB (f ,T )
describes the amount of energy it emits as a function of both
frequency and physical temperature T , given by Planck’s law:




ehf /kT − 1 (20)
where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light in vac-
uum and k is Boltzmann’s constant. In the limits of high
temperatures and/or low frequencies, the exponent in the
exponential term becomes small and so the Taylor’s first-
order polynomial approximation can be used:
ehf /kT ≈ 1+ hf
kT
(21)
Substituting (21) into (20) gives the Rayleigh-Jeans law:




Using (22), the spectral radiance of any emitter I (f ,T ) =
ε(f ,T ) · IBB (f ,T ) can be expressed as:
I (f ,T ) ≈ 2f
2kTb (f )
c2




where the brightness temperature of the emitter Tb (f ) =
ε(f ,T ) ·T is directly related to the physical temperature T of
a blackbody in thermodynamic equilibrium by its emissivity
ε(f ,T ). Therefore, Rayleigh-Jeans law allows (18) to be
greatly simplified, such that the total spectral radiance at the
input of a noiseless receiver is given by:










1− e−τθ (f )
)
(24)
where TINθ (f ) is the sky brightness temperature for all source
contributions [101], [103] (representing the effective input
noise temperature for a noiseless receiver) due to molecular
absorption/emission. Note that, in this case, ‘effective’ tem-
perature corresponds to the temperature for a single black-
body that emits the same total amount of radiation from all
source contributions. It is then a trivial matter to replace (24)
by the commonly used expression [95], [99], [101], [104]:
TINθ (f ) ≈ TCMB · e−τθ (f ) + TMAT ·
(
1− e−τθ (f )
)
(25)
In some textbooks, TINθ (f ) is also referred to as the ‘sky
noise temperature’ [86], [98], [100], (which should not be
confused with ‘sky emission temperature’). The more generic
term of ‘antenna noise temperature’ [86], [100], [103], rep-
resents the convolution of the antenna’s radiation pattern
(with contributions from main and side lobes) and brightness
temperature from all incoming sources (e.g., sky, objects and
ground) [103]. With highly directional pencil-beam antennas
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(e.g., high efficiency horn and parabolic reflectors) tradi-
tionally used in high-end applications (e.g., telecommunica-
tions, radar and radio astronomy), antenna noise temperature
equates to the sky brightness temperature encompassed by the
main lobe [102].
Both [86] and [103] generally ignore the first term in (25),
and other extraterrestrial sources, as the contribution from
CMB radiation is considered insignificant for many applica-
tions (such as low elevation path links).
The frequency dependency in (25) can be removed by
averaging over the channel bandwidth B = (f2 − f1), to give




TINθ (f ) df = TCMB + TATM (26)
where f1 and f2 are the lower and upper channel cut-
off frequencies, respectively, TCMB = TCMBB
∫ f2
f1
e−τ θ (f )df




(1− e−τ θ (f ))df is the channel’s effective
atmospheric noise temperature.
Often, τθ (f ) is simply assumed to be frequency indepen-
dent, which is reasonable over sufficiently narrow fractional
bandwidths. In this case, (25) is simplified to give the fol-
lowing textbook representation (using a frequency invariant
value for total opacity) [96], [99], [100]:
TINθ ≈ TCMB · e−τθ + TMAT ·
(
1− e−τθ ) (27)
As an example, withmicrowave Earth-space path links, atmo-
spheric transmittance is typically ∼90% and, therefore, the
sky brightness temperature TINθ is ∼31 K [86]; with CMB
radiation contributing only 8%.
The effective thermal noise power input to a noiseless
receiver can now be easily calculated from the commonly
used textbook expression [86], [105], [106]:
PIN ≈ kTINθB (28)
In practice, treating total opacity as being frequency inde-
pendent can be a poor assumption and so (27) should be
avoided with (ultra-)wide fractional bandwidth applications.
Moreover, (21) to (28) are derived for the condition(s) that
the temperature of a radiator is high and/or frequency is low
(Rayleigh-Jeans law). It will be seen that significant errors
will be introduced above ca. 1 THz for a range of mean
atmospheric temperatures. This is illustrated by example,
where the error between the left- and right-hand sides of (21)
are calculated; the results are shown in Figs. 24 and 25.
It can be seen that, for a 2% error, the maximum acceptable
frequency is 1.3 THz at TMAT = 296 K. Therefore, above ca.
1 THz, the approximate method for calculating the effective
thermal noise power input to a noiseless receiver, using (28),
should be replaced by (19) with a single layer atmosphere
approximation.
A recent study by Jornet and Akyildiz [34] used radiative
transfer theory for calculating a receiver’s equivalent input
FIGURE 24. Percentage error for the Rayleigh-Jeans law approximation.
FIGURE 25. Upper frequency limits for the Rayleigh-Jeans law
approximation for different levels of acceptable percentage error.
noise temperature (which includes the atmospheric contribu-
tion from molecular emission), with horizontal path lengths
of up to 10 m at sea level and TMAT = 296 K. They then
used the integral form of (28) to calculate the corresponding
noise power, reported simulation results up to 10 THz. Using
Fig. 24, it is evident that this would result in a worst-case error
of 48%.
In general, however, the commonly made assumption that
the atmosphere can be represented by a single homogenous
layer in thermodynamic equilibrium is over-simplified.While
overall transmittance e−τθ is the net contribution from many
simulated layers, the associated temperature for each layer is
fixed to just a single value of TMAT within the single layer
approximation. In contrast, by observing a realistic variation
of atmospheric temperature, atmospheric temperature can
vary significantly (from 203 to 296 K, seen in Fig. 13).
For this reason, only (17) can truly determine the accurate
effective thermal noise power input to a noiseless receiver.
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